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Executive Summary 

In April 2007, Global Kids, a New York-based not-for-profit organization, hosted its 

first online focus group devoted to the topic of teens, digital media and society. 

As part of the MacArthur Foundation’s initiative on Digital Media and Learning 

(http://www.digitallearning.macfound.org), the short-term dialogue was 

designed to support the inclusion of youth voices into the work of practitioners, 

researchers and policy makers that are thinking deeply about the role digital 

media is playing in the lives of today’s youth. 

The FOCUS dialogue drew 48 official participants to its April discussion. At the end 

of the three-week dialogue, participants had discussed over 60 individual threads 

and contributed 1001 messages. 

Themes 

A dozen themes emerged from the month of postings. 

1. “Digital Media” is a broad term youth use loosely to define a wide range 

of information and communications technologies and entertainment and 

news sources. 

2. Digital media are ubiquitous, offering convenience and meeting practical 

needs. 

3. The flow of information that digital media creates is unstoppable and is 

fundamental to how society functions. 

4. Identify flows from media choices. 

5. Digital media are embedded in a social context, shaping relationships 

and extending communication. 

6. The expansive nature of digital media both broadens the world and 

presents its unique details.  

7. Video games, despite their popularity and influence, are not isolated 

experiences able to promote learning on their own. 

8. Online and offline worlds have distinct qualities but the same legal, social 

and political dynamics are at play within both. 

9. Opinions about the roles of government, media companies, and citizens 

in monitoring digital media depended on personal experiences and 

political outlook. 

10. Youth are navigating digital media in large part without their parents.  

11. The availability of data calls upon users to develop their information 

literacy skills. 
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12. The FOCUS dialogue was a valuable experience. 

Looking Ahead 

Based on the 2007 FOCUS dialogue, below are recommendations for refining the 

content and focus of Global Kids’ Teen Dialogues on Media and Society in 2008 

and 2009. 

! Preserve the youth-centered focus.  

! Expand the role of youth monitors to facilitate the conversation.  

! Model media literacy skills.  

! Refine the design and database of the online environment, providing 

participants with tools they can use.  

! Scaffold participants’ interpretation of media and call attention to the 

constructed nature of media representations.  
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Introduction 

In April 2007, Global Kids, a New York-based not-for-profit organization, hosted its 

first online focus group devoted to the topic of teens and digital media. As part of 

the MacArthur Foundation’s initiative on Digital Media and Learning 

(http://www.digitallearning.macfound.org), the short-term dialogue was 

designed to support the inclusion of youth voices into the work of practitioners, 

researchers and policy makers that are thinking deeply about the role digital 

media is playing in the lives of today’s youth. 

A pioneer in the field of youth development and technology, Global Kids has 

been using online dialogues as a medium for engagement, debate and 

leadership for over four years. Aside from this focus group on digital media, past 

and current projects include Everything After: A 9.11 Youth Circle  

(GlobalKids.org/ea911), a reflection on September 11th six months after it 

occurred, and Newz Crew (NewzCrew.org), its ongoing dialogues on current 

events and global issues in partnership with the Newshour with Jim Lehrer. Newz 

Crew has been active for over four years, has over 7,000 members, and has 

launched over 100 dialogue groups since its launch. 

Beginning on April 2, 2007, and lasting four weeks, the FOCUS dialogue on digital 

media and society (http://www.focusondigitalmedia.org) called on teens to 

“sound off about their digital world.” These online discussions sought to provide a 

forum for young people, creating an opportunity for them to express their 

thoughts, questions and feelings about the roles digital media play in their lives. 

(See Appendix 1 for an image of the online environment where the FOCUS 

dialogue was hosted.) Global Kids asked youth to address content provided by 

fellow grantees of the MacArthur Foundation’s Digital Media and Learning 

Initiative, by its partner, the NewsHour EXTRA, the online youth presence of the 

NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, as well as content developed by Global Kids youth 

leaders and the dialogue participants themselves. The youth participants had the 

opportunity to respond to Digital Media NewzFlashes, which were articles paired 

with processing questions meant to stimulate conversation. Additionally, though 

educators were not a formal part of the online dialogue, the FOCUS website 

provided curriculum on the topic of digital media in the Teachers’ Lounge area 

of the site. 

The purpose of this report, submitted to Global Kids and distributed to the 

MacArthur Foundation, Digital Media and Learning grantees and the public at 

large, is to provide a summary of the youth who participated in the FOCUS 

dialogue. It also documents themes and concepts that ran throughout the 

youth’s online exchange. 
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Recruitment 

To encourage youth participation in the FOCUS dialogue, Global Kids staff 

undertook a number of recruitment activities, which included the following: 

! Working with YouthNoise.org to incorporate banners and pages that 

explained the dialogues and the larger MacArthur Foundation Initiative on 

their site. 

! Posting a thread on Unicef's Voices of Youth (www.unicef.org/voy) forums, 

which invited members to join the dialogues and included a link on the 

organization’s “take action” page. 

! Collaborating with the MacArthur Foundation's Digital Media and 

Learning staff, who posted a spot aimed at educators and parents on the 

initiative’s homepage (digitallearning.macfound.org) and invited current 

grantees to share the opportunity with interested teens in their networks. 

! Sending a description of the Focus Group via email message to listservs 

and affinity groups, which included the Digital Divide Network, Second 

Life Educators, Second Life Teen Educators, Second Life Non-profits, 

Global Kids internal educator's list, the Newshour Online's Educators list, 

members of Global Kids’ Newz Crew and Global Kids Second Life Group, 

and educators who participated in Global Kids’ 2006 Digital Media Essay 

Contest. 

! Leveraging a grant Global Kid’s had received from Google to place an 

ad on the popular search engine’s website. The ad, which ran for several 

days, targeted teens interested in discussing digital media as indicated by 

their keyword searching. 

! Posting billboards in several locations on Global Kids Island within Teen 

Second Life that linked to the Focus homepage.  

! Distributing print flyers to participants in Global Kids’ after-school programs 

and Global Kids’ annual youth conference attendees. 

 

Expectations and Parameters 

By participating in the Focus dialogue, Global Kids informed participants they 

were eligible to receive up to $50 and staff would select recipients depending on 

the depth of their involvement. “Super participants,” according to the terms of 

participation, would do the following: 

! Post to the discussions at least 4 or 5 times each day. 

! Respond to all polls and daily NewzFlashes. 
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! Start interesting threads, which Global Kids defined as a “thread that 

becomes very popular, explores an aspect of digital media that is unique, 

brings out opinions that surprise other members or becomes a featured 

discussion on the homepage.” 

! Spend about six hours each week reading what others had said and 

sharing their views. 

! Suggest polls and flashes that could be used in dialogues. 

! Provide a distinct voice within the dialogues that included unexpected 

opinions, challenges the group to dig deeper into topics, not just remain 

on the surface level, and provides energy and encouragement in the 

discussions. 

! Display a respect for peers even when disagreeing with them. 

To help participants monitor their contributions, the online environment housed a 

statistics page that allowed each member to view quantitative measures that 

tracked number of posts and length of time spent reading. In laying out the 

expectations, however, Global Kids emphasized how volume was only one 

indicator of success; the site read, “As you can see, the qualities that will make a 

prize-winning participant are both quantitative (can be measured by numbers) 

and qualitative (don't relate to the amount as much as to how valuable they 

are.)” 

By design, the FOCUS dialogue was a space for young people to express 

themselves and to negotiate with one another. Although a youth leader served 

as a monitor, it was not his role to facilitate discussion. As the FOCUS dialogue’s 

website Frequently Asked Questions read in response to the FAQ, “Who is leading 

the discussion? Are their monitors?” 

YOU, the FOCUS members, are in charge of your own dialogue. You 

decide what to talk about and how to handle conflict within the 

group. There are FOCUS Monitors, but they don't participate in the 

discussion - they are around to observe your dialogues and help you 

make your group run the way you want. They'll only step in if 

something goes really wrong. If you'd like to report a problem, you 

can use the alert buttons or send us an e-mail. 

In posting its first NewzFlash, Global Kids further set up expectations for 

participating; it said: 

Each day when you log in, you'll see a different question for debate, 

with a poll to follow. When answering these kinds of posts, try to avoid 

simple yes or no answers. Elaborate! Spill your mind onto the screen, 

give some substance so that others can see where you're coming 

from. And remember, the more of these you answer, the more 

participation points you get! Check out the first one below... 
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NewzFlash Topics 

Global Kids staff developed fifteen prompts, each focused on an individual topic 

or aspect of digital media. (See Appendix 2 for the complete text of the 15 

NewzFlash Topics.) These were intended to initiate conversation among the 

participants and keep their exchange lively. In addition to introducing these 

topics with text, staff also used a variety of digital media — websites, video clips 

housed on YouTube and links to articles on external sites — to provoke responses.  

Exhibit 1: NewzFlash Topics 

Day Topic 
Media Used to Support the 

NewzFlash 

No. of 

Posts  

1 
Tubeflash — Are Teens 

MediaSnackers? 
Video 16 

2 
Digital Dilemma — Is Public the 

New Private? 
Text Scenario 11 

3 Does Race Matter Online? 

Websites: Niggaspace.com, 

www[dot]martinlutherking 

[dot]org 

19 

4 
Digital Cultures — The World at 

Your Fingertips 

Websites: Reach Out, 

MeetUp.com and 

Sconex.com 

9 

5 
Political Tech — Presidential 

Campaigns on YouTube 
Videos 10 

6 Teen Digital Media Creation Text Description 25 

7 
Digital Dilemma — Game Codes 

in Gameplay 
Text Scenario 10 

8 
Credibility Flash — It’s on the 

Internet, It Must be True! 
Text Scenario 17 

9 
Serious Gaming — Can Interactive 

Activism Work? 

News Article; Online Game: 

Ayiti: The Cost of Life 
17 

10 
TubeFlash —  

Net Neutrality 
Videos 3 

11 
Political Tech — French Politics in 

3-D on Second Life 
News Article 8 

12 
Digital Dilemma — Publicity or 

Privacy? 
Text Scenario 5 

13 
Digital Giants — Viacom Sues 

YouTube Over Copyright 
News Article 5 

14 
Tragedy in a Digital World — The 

Virginia Tech Shootings 
Text Questions 25 

15 
Debating Debates — Online vs. 

Offline 
Text Questions 8 
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The NewzFlash topics generated as many as 25 or as few as 3 responses from 

participating youth and the average number of responses to each NewzFlash 

topics was 13. 

 

Youth-Originated Topics 

In addition to responding to the 15 threads that Global Kids developed, 

participants were free to begin a discussion thread on a topic of their choosing. 

(See Appendix 3 for the complete list of Youth-Generated Topics, including the 

number of posts, start date and duration of each one.) Although the content of 

the youth-initiated topics overlapped with each other and with the Global Kids 

NewzFlashes, youth began 47 threads that were not direct responses to Global 

Kids topics.1 In fact, approximately two-thirds of the activity within the FOCUS 

dialogue was devoted to topics generated by youth participants (661 of the total 

1001 responses).  

! The youth-initiated topics generated as many as 57 and as few as 3 

responses; the average number of posts per topic was 14. The discussions 

that fell under the heading “E-Friends vs. Friends…” and “Geek Culture” 

generated the greatest number of posts, receiving 57 and 35 responses 

respectively.2 

! Discussion of the youth-initiated topics lasted from 1 to 28 days; the 

average length of discussion was 12 days. “How much time do you spend 

utilizing ‘Digital Media,’” “Internet Crime,” and “E-Friends vs. Friends…” 

had the longest duration, lasting 26, 26 and 28 days respectively. 

! A total of 15 youth originated all of the topics; one participant started 12 

threads; another participant began 5 threads and three others started 4 

threads each. 

! Youth posted just over half (n=26) of their topics in the first week of the 

FOCUS dialogue, beginning 14 threads on the first day alone. “What is 

your favourite form of digital media,” “Introduce Yourself” and “Crime 

and Video Games, do they relate?” were a few of the week one topics. 

The substance of the youth-generated topics covered a range of issues. 

                                                                    
1 Occasionally a post intended as a response to one topic accidentally appeared in the 
thread of a different topic. These numbers reflect where the response appeared in the 
FOCUS dialogue except when there was an identifiable technical mistake. 

2 As with the titles of these threads, whenever this report uses text directly from the FOCUS 
dialogue is appears as the youth typed it. Consequently, participants’ spelling, syntax, 
punctuation and capitalization are preserved.  
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! Seven topics initiated exchanges about the role of digital media in formal 

educational settings and/or the learning potential of technology. These 

included “Games for Education,” Don't Tell Your Parents: Schools Embrace 

MySpace,” and “Digital Media as Educational Tools.” 

! Six topics were concerned with the interpersonal aspects of digital media 

and how they influence, change, support or undermine social 

relationships. These included “How has Digital Media effected ‘Socail’ 

Standards and Classes," “E-Friends vs. Friends…,” “Effects of Internet on our 

social skills” and “Geek Culture.” 

! Three topics, such as “The Warring Worlds of the ‘OS’” and “Do you think 

great graphics matter in video games?” dealt exclusively with technical 

aspects of digital media. 

! Although several discussions contained responses that were interested in 

the global implications of digital media, perhaps owing to the 

contributions of youth living outside the United States, two topics 

addressed the global nature of digital media explicitly: “Digital Media - 

how does it affect our attetion to other countries” and “The Great Firewall 

of China.” 

! Punctuating the beginning, middle and end points of the FOCUS 

dialogue, a few topics were devoted to participation in the online 

exchange itself. “Introduce Yourself” gave youth a chance to share mini-

bios of themselves, “Online discussion forums - Are they really useful?” took 

up the question of the utility of the Global Kids dialogue and “The End” 

was a bittersweet acknowledgment that the discussion’s conclusion was 

imminent and time to make final contributions short. 

! Nine topics addressed the personal patterns of use and preference for 

digital media. These involved quick surveys of favorites and habits such as, 

“How much time do you spend utalizing ‘Digital Media’ and “What's the 

ONE best thing you like about the Internet?” Other threads, such as “Life 

without ‘Internet’…” asked participants to describe their personal 

relationship to digital media in their lives and any boundaries they had 

defined for themselves. 

! Nine topics honed in on concerns that stem from the use, ownership and 

influence of digital media. These included: “Laptop Theift :D How you can 

recover your lost goods,” “Crime and Video Games, do they relate?” 

“Internet Censors/ Filters,” “Are you ever offended by "spam"?” “Safety on 

the internet,” “The Internet...an easy access to porn?” and “Hate content 

and propaganda on the internet.” 

! Five topics were devoted to specific news events involving digital media, 

“such as “ipod Saves Man’s life,” “Googles T-ISP (Toleit Internet Service 

Provider)” and “Google Bans Advertising.” With the exception of the 
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discussion around the “Numa Numa Craze,” these tended not to 

generate substantive exchanges but were quick postings that pointed to 

articles found elsewhere on the web. 

! Four topics initiated and discussed by FOCUS participants were unrelated 

to digital media. These included “Teenage Mothers.” “Do you think 

students in schools should be beaten?” and “[lol] Do you think teachers 

are allowed to skip lunch lines?[/lol]” 

! In addition to the 49 youth-generated topics within the FOCUS dialogue, 

another five topics marked “private,” and only viewable to participants in 

the dialogue, dealt principally with site administration and the mechanics 

of participation. For example, in was under these topics that Global Kids 

staff posted the definition of digital media, responded to youth 

suggestions, fielded some of the more active participants’ questions 

about compensation and created threads where participants could 

provide their ideas for NewzFlash topics. 
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Overview of Participants 

The youth who contributed to the FOCUS dialogue were a passionate, 

opinionated group of young people. Throughout the month of April 2007, they 

showed up online eager to share their thoughts and experiences concerning 

digital media, And, for some, they were willing to listen to what one another had 

to offer and integrate what they learned into their own recalibrated beliefs and 

views. 

The FOCUS dialogue drew 48 official participants to its April discussion. As a result 

of Global Kids’ recruitment efforts 110 individuals made their way to 

focusondigitalmedia.org and registered though slightly less than half of these 

registrants went on to participate.3 Below is a summary of participants’ 

demographic information, including: age; gender; location; ethnicity; previous 

experience with blogs and social networking sites; previous experience 

participating in similar dialogues; and participation in the FOCUS dialogue. 

Because the FOCUS dialogue was housed within an online environment capable 

of tracking participation through user logs tied to individual registration 

information, Global Kids had access to detailed quantitative use data, which 

they shared for the purpose of developing this report. 

 

Background 

Although the number of participants was smaller than originally envisioned — the 

initial goal was to recruit 200 youth to participate in the FOCUS dialogues — 

Global Kids' generated interest among a diverse group of teens in the United 

States and abroad. (See Exhibit 2 for Participant’s Background.) 

! Participants ranged in age from 14- to 19-years-old. As one participant 

declared in his dialogue bio, “Hi everyone! I’m a 15-year-old boy from 

Finland.” 

! Approximately 80% of participants self-identified their race. Among those 

who indicated their race, 36% identified as White (14), 26% as Asian 

(n=10), 18% as African-American (n=7), 13% as Latino (n=5) and 1% as 

Multi (n=3). 

! Half of participants characterized their location: 15 indicated they were 

living in an urban environment; 7 were in a suburban environment and 4 

were in rural setting. 

! Although the majority of participants were living in the United States, 

approximately one-third of the teens were contributing to the FOCUS 

                                                                    
3 Participation is defined as a youth who contributed at least once to the online discussion. 
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dialogue from another country (3 from India, 2 each from Canada and 

Malaysia and 1 each from Ireland, Chile, Egypt, Finland, Ghana, Ireland, 

Mexico, New Zealand, Oman, Philippines and the Bahamas). As one 

participant wrote in her dialogue bio, “I’m form India and I have joined 

this discussion because I see it as a good opportunity to interact with other 

participants….” 

! A little more than half of participants were female. 
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Exhibit 2: Participants’ Background 

Characteristic Number of Participants 

Age 

14-years-

old 

10 

15-years-

old 

6 

16-years-

old 

12 

17-years-

old 

10 

18-years-

old 

8 

19-years-

old 

2 

Race 

African-

Amer 

7 

Asian 

10 

Latino 

5 

Multi 

3 

White 

14 

Other/Un

-defined 

14 

Location 
Urban 

15 

Suburban 

7 

Rural 

4 

Other/Un-

defined 

22 

Country 
US 

31 

Non-US 

17 

Gender 
Female 

29 

Male 

19 

 

Media Use 

Participants came to the FOCUS dialogue having had a mix of experiences with 

digital media. (See Exhibit 3 for Participant’s Use of Digital Media.) 

! The majority of youth reported they had regular access to a networked 

computer at home. 

! Approximately one-third of participants (n=18) spent 9 or fewer hours 

online each week; one-fourth spent 10 to 29 hours (n=13) and 2 spent 

more than 30 hours. 

! A little more than one-fourth of participants (n=14) had a personal blog 

and half (n=24) had a personal page on a social networking site, such as 

MySpace or Facebook. 

! Slightly more than one-fourth of youth (n=15) had participated in an 

online dialogue prior to participating in April’s FOCUS on digital media 

and society. As one participant shared in his FOCUS bio, “I’m here 

because I heard about this from the Global Kids and I participated in 

Camp Global Kids in Teen Second Life....” 
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Exhibit 3: Participants’ Use of Digital Media 

Characteristic No. of Participants 

Time Spent 

Online Each 

Week 

Under 3 

Hours 

6 

3 to 9 

Hours 

12 

10 to 19 

Hours 

7 

20 to 29 

Hours 

6 

More 

Than 30 

Hours 

2 

Other/ 

Un- 

defined 

15 

Blog 
Yes 

14 

No 

22 

Un-defined 

12 

Social 

Networking 

Yes 

24 

No 

12 

Un-defined 

12 

Prior 

Participation 

in online 

dialogues 

Yes 

15 

No 

20 

Un-defined 

13 

 

FOCUS Activity 

At the end of the three-week dialogue, participants had discussed over 60 

individual threads and contributed 1001 messages. Posts ranged in length, some 

were as brief as two or three words and an emoticon, while others were several 

paragraphs long. (See Exhibit 4 for Participants’ Contribution to the FOCUS 

Dialogue.)4 

! Half of participants contributed five or fewer posts while 7 participants 

were extremely active, contributing over 100 posts each. Fourteen offered 

brief biographical and personality sketches in the “Introduce Yourself” 

thread. 

! The vast majority of participants did not start a thread; 8 youth were 

responsible for starting 80% of the youth-generated threads. 

! Approximately one-fifth of participants responded to 6 or more 

NewzFlashes (n=10) but the majority of participants responded to 5 or 

fewer NewzFlashes (n=38). 

! Half of the participants contributed to the dialogue on multiple days and 

the other half were active for only one day. Seven youth posted on at 

least 11 different days. 

                                                                    
4 Before analyzing the data contained in the user logs it was necessary to first clean the 
data set. For example, within the raw data file it appears as though various participants 
were responsible for the NewzFlashes rather than Global Kids staff. 
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! All but 2 of the participants spent less than one hour posting messages.5 

! Half of the participants spent an hour or less reading postings, 13 spent 

more than an hour but less than 10 hours reading postings and 9 spent 

more than 10 hours reading the postings of their fellow participants. 

 

Exhibit 4: Participants’ Contribution to the FOCUS Dialogue 

Activity Number of Participants  

Posts 
1-5 posts 

24 

6-15 posts 

7 

16-99 posts 

10 

100+ posts 

7 
 

Replies to 

Posts 

0-5 replies 

29 

6-15 posts 

7 

16-99 

replies 

9 

100+ replies 

3 

Total 

884 

Threads 

Started 

0 threads 

32 

1-2 threads 

7 

3-5 threads 

7 

12 threads 

1 

Total 

47 

NewzFlashes 

Answered 

0 

19 

1-5 

19 

6-14 

5 

15+ 

5 

Total 

172 

Days Posted 
0-1 day 

24 

2-10 days 

4 

11-19 days 

4 

20+ days 

3 
 

Hours Posted 
0-.01 hour 

29 

.02-.05 hour 

5 

.06-1 hour 

12 

> 1 hour 

2 
 

Hours 

Reading 

< .5 hour 

8 

.5-1 hour 

18 

1.1-10 hours 

13 

10.1+hours 

9 
 

                                                                    
5 Youth may have composed responses, especially their longer posts, offline, consequently, 
these counts may not be indicative of time spent contributing and/or thinking about the 
FOCUS dialogue. 
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FOCUS Dialogue Themes 

While many of the qualities of the FOCUS dialogue are hard to capture — the 

flow from post to post that is unique to an online exchange, the cultural, political 

and social contexts that influence each participants’ contributions during a 

distinct period in time, the pace of the conversation — there were a dozen 

themes that emerged from the month of postings. What follows is a summary of 

these themes and a description of how the young people whose contributions 

comprised the FOCUS dialogue situated themselves in relation to them. 

Theme 1: “Digital Media” is a broad term youth use loosely to define a wide range of 

information and communications technologies and entertainment and news sources. 

At the outset of the FOCUS dialogue, Global Kids staff defined the term “digital 

media” and pointed participants to a resource where they could find additional 

information: 

Some of you might be wondering to yourselves... what exactly is 

digital media? This is a great question, and one that lots of people still 

debate about. But basically, it comes down to this: 

It’s any electronic form of communication. Things like digital music 

and movies, blogs and social networks like MySpace, cell phones, 

video games and virtual worlds. 

What digital media is not: Technology that doesn’t communicate 

anything (like a super advanced dishwasher) or communications that 

aren’t digital (like print newspapers, cassette tapes or board games). 

You can check out Wikipedia's page about digital media for more 

info, and look to the Digital News page for articles in the press dealing 

with digital media. 

[Rafi, Wait… what’s digital media again? 1] 6 

Throughout the dialogue, though, youth did not express a great deal of interest in 

definitions and instead fluidly moved from one form of digital media to the next. 

For them, digital media are something that are integrated into their lives; not an 

academic of philosophical contemplation removed from their daily realities. 

Among the digital media they navigated were the Internet, social networking 

websites, news media that deliver content digitally, video game consoles, MP3 

plays, cell phones and other mobile devices.  

                                                                    
6 Following each dialogue excerpt is a bracket like this one. The information contained 
within the bracket indicates the thread where the information originally appeared, the 
screen name of the person who made the post and the number of the post. 
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Theme 2: Digital media are ubiquitous, offering convenience and meeting practical needs. 

Perhaps because this was a self-selected group of participants, each one 

attracted to the topic of digital media, many of the teens described themselves 

as “always connected.” They took the ubiquity of digital media as a given and 

explained how they would have a difficult time imaging life without technology 

tools readily available to them. 

Just about every person on my bus is constantly using some sort of 

media device, phone, MP3 player, ect. It seems like almost all teens 

obsess over media. Not all though, hope is not lost.  

[lokijki, TubeFlash: Are Teens MediaSnackers, 4] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I'll be frank, with me it's how much time do I not spend using digital 

media, and I can't even say while i sleep, because I have Mp3's I got 

from internet that i play as i sleep. On any given day I'd say there is 

about 2 hours that I don't use it. 

It has become so integrated into my life, that I think I would break 

down if I did not have it for even a week or two. Let alone a few 

months. It's more that I'm so integrated into online communities that it's 

like going 2 weeks with out talking to any of your friends, with no books 

or anything.  

[Cyric, How much time do you spend utilizing “Digital Media,” 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

It's pretty much all my freetime. I use most of it sitting at the computer, 

the rest watching TV. Well I do ossacionaly do something else, but you 

get the point. It's pretty much 24/7.  

[Atte, How much time do you spend utilizing “Digital Media,” 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think i utalize digital media throughout the whole day because when 

not stock to the T.V. or the video game/computer i'm always listening 

to music or on my phone. To me there's nothing else to do but that. 

[j_r, How much time do you spend utilizing “Digital Media,” 11] 

Many participants considered the practical need for digital media as they 

contemplated how integrated these devices and information sources are into 

their everyday activities. 

Having electronic devices can be good and bad. Some students take 

advantage of it but there are some that don't. I think students should 

be able to take cell phones and electronic devices to school. Many 
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students that go to school in the city don't live close to their school 

and have to take the train and bus to and from school. It's good to 

have your cell phone on you incase anything happens when your not 

in school. Also many students have to wake up early and leave school 

late so they need something to keep them awake on their trips back 

home and to school. I think maybe it should be up to the schools to 

decide how to deal with the issue but they should be allowed in 

school. 

[MizzSugarCity, Telling Tales Out of School, 12] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Internet makes my life easier. I don`t have to buy a phone card to call 

my friends in Ukraine, I can do that from internet. So it saves my time 

and money. Also i can do shopping from internet, it helps me to do my 

home works, because it has a lot of information. Internet gives us a lot 

of opportunities, and it makes our lives easier.  

[Halyna, Life without ‘internet,’ 10] 

Theme 3: The flow of information that digital media creates is unstoppable and is 

fundamental to how society functions. 

The challenge with which previous generations had to contend was how to get 

access to the information they wanted. That simply isn’t true for young people 

immersed in digital media today. 

information is traveling so fast it's unreal. 

[Cyric, Numa Numa Craze, 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

That's the beaty of the internet. Valuable and less valuable 

information can travel from one side of the globe to the other in under 

a second. 

I wonder what would be bad about that? I can't think of any... We're 

living in an information society, we need information, we live off of 

information, it's part of our lives 

[Atte, Numa Numa Craze, 6] 

Theme 4: Identify flows from media choices. 

Many youth defined themselves by their use of and preferences for certain digital 

media. 

I'm what some people call a "hard core gamer" 

I littearly put, on average nearly 100 hours into gaming every week. 
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[Cyric, Do you think great graphics matter in video games? 9] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I'd say that I'm media savvy-- not addicted, though a few months 

without any form of digital media would be challenging. It's good to 

have other hobbies; I myself take yoga, do a lot of reading, sketching 

and writing. 

[castnuri, Are you a major media snacker? 8] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Well I have a cell phone, and I have to admit that I am a text-a-holic. 

Well not at the moment because my sister is using it. But in the past, in 

the middle of the night and also the day, all I would do is text text 

text.. even during school. But I think i'm over that for now.  

[kera, Are you Mobile/cell phone crazy, 17] 

! ! ! ! ! 

As for me? I probably wouldn't write as well and would have a slightly 

limited knowledge of overseas personas. The internet has done a lot of 

bad and good things for me, but without it I don't think I would've 

been *completely different*. Maybe my passion for certain interests 

would be milder, but that would only mean that I'd prolly be more 

zealous about the other interests. For example, the internet greatly 

enchanced my video gaming habits...but without it, my reading or 

sketching habits would've grown stronger. 

[castnuri, Live without ‘internet’? 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Wow, this is a question for me to think about. Personally, beofre I was 

introduced to the internet, my views on life were one sided. I was 

never able to dig deep into my thoughts, or even say them. But, after I 

recieved the internet my eyes have been open to so much more. 

From the morals of life, to relationships, deceit, depression, happiness.. 

With the internet, I was able to see the world for what it is, per say. I've 

become more philosophical and appreciative over the small things in 

life. This probably makes no sense to any of you, but the internet 

changed me drastically, and I wouldn't take it back for anything.  

[rockerlizz, Live without ‘internet’? 4] 

! ! ! ! ! 
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It's pathetic but my life -is- the interwebz. Without it I'd be doubly 

screwed as it is both a social life and a job as I plan to work for Linden 

Lab.  

[nik385, Live without ‘internet’? 12] 

In acknowledging the constancy of digital media in their lives, some participants, 

such as the one below, wondered what they might have lost in the trade. The 

immediate response she received follows. 

Now that I'm in residence, I leave my computer on all the time, even 

when I'm sleeping. I use the computer for schoolwork, some of which 

could be done without the computer, and I have to be checking my 

blogs, emails and web sites frequently. 

It's been quite a while since I last read a book for enjoyment. 

What happened to the times when people would spend most of their 

spare time outside, interacting with others "in person", as opposed to 

via technology..  

[stargyt, How much time do you spend utalizing “Digital Media,” 3] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I can tell you why. You no longer have to deal with that kid who smells 

funny. , Instead you can find more people who are much more similar 

to you. 

Outdoors are for people who are internetless. A quote from a 

hardcore gamer friend of mine is. "Outdoor are for people who have 

real lives, for the rest of us internet is home" 

Kinda creepy to be put that way, but it is the truth. Does this mean 

that Internet and the like is taking over our lives. Yes, it does. But it isn't 

something that should be feared it is something that should be 

embraced. Because one who does not embrace it will be left at 

behind. Ironic, huh we are using Focus to bring our idea's and views to 

people all around the world. Isn't it great that we are no longer 

reduced to listening to views of our hometown. We have become 

more accepting and more tolereant.  

[Cyric, How much time do you spend utalizing “Digital Media,” 4] 

Theme 5: Digital media are embedded in a social context, shaping relationships and 

extending communication. 

Although some participants expressed an interest in technology and media for 

their own sake, asking about operating system preferences and cell phone use 

frequency, they were far more engaged by the social aspects of media and the 

opportunities these information and communication tools created in connecting 
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them to others. This extended beyond an interest in basic social skills and went to 

the heart of social relationships. Digital media do not live outside of social 

constraints or offer an alternative to them but are entirely of the social and 

political world teens are discovering.  

… on the net, apart from meeting people my age from the Americas, 

Asia, Europe and Africa, I've managed to meet and make real 

friendships that wouldn't really happen offline, like with an American 

woman who is as old as my mother, a British/Indian businessman who 

taught me a lot about the lifestyle in the UK, a Finnish professor who 

works as a volunteer for UNICEF and an American guy who teaches 

history in university. I don't think that would have ever happened in my 

life if Internet didn't exist.  

[FaerieGirl, Digital Cultures — The World at Your Fingertips, 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Ugh, they are du-humanzing the kids who use it. 

[Cyric, TubeFlash: Are Teens MediaSnackers, 2; Comment made in 

response to the MediaSnakcker’s portrayal of young people and 

technology.] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Kera, the interent opens up gatesways to all kinds of social groups, 

cause they don't know what I look like etc. I'm geek as far as mental 

state, but I dress very "goth like" 

[Cyric, Geek Culture, 19] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I personally think it developes your social skills by allowing you to meet 

new people even if you aren't very outgoing in real life. 

[TheCollLeader, Effects of internet on our social skills, 6] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Trying to stop in real life crime vs. trying to stop internet crime is just as 

impossible. And it's interesting to me how every internet problem 

always connects back to in real life problem. This is because from both 

versions, people are all behind it. Stealing music from the internet, or 

stealing Cd's from the store are the same thing. But in my opinion, from 

the internet, more is stolen because it is much easier and convenient. 

Don't forget about the Bootleggers that are in the subways, sidewalks, 

and stores who sell copyrighted pictures for $5 or so. Shouldn't they be 

arrested, too? Police do nothing about them when they spot them 
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outside, or even inside. So, do you think sending a kid to jail for stealing 

should be stopped? It's all a matter of standards. 

[rockerlizz, Internet Crime, 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

The internet has introduced me to a lot of wonderful people and at 

the same time educated me about the uglier sides of human nature. 

The friends I've made are all diverse and intelligent beings; we have so 

much in common and just as much difference between us. I've also 

realized that there are young youths like myself who're genuinely 

interested in what is happening in the world and possess a level or 

maturity that will never cease to impress me. 

Having the world at my fingertips has really broadened my horizons. 

Man, I'm beginning to sound like a good-will commercial.  

[castnuri, Digital Cultures — The World at Your Fingertips, 4] 

Theme 6: The expansive nature of digital media both broadens the world and presents its 

unique details.  

Participating youth credited digital media and in particular the Internet with 

introducing them to people, places and ideas previously unknown to them.  

Since about 5-6th grade, I've really been into internet. 

Specifically in chats from time Msn chat was free(yeah back in '00) To 

sites like TIDNI to Yahoo and Myspace chats. I must say, compared to 

my real life, If it wasn't for these services I wouldn't of known a 100th of 

what I do about different walks of life. 

[Cyric, E-Friends, vs. Friends, 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Well, I reckon that it has done a decent bit for everyone, but mostly 

young people. 

I mean, how many kids our age do you know that sit down and read 

the newspaper every morning? I can't say I know too many! The 

internet is WAY more used by youth and I would say that it is a prime 

source of information on current events and the like. 

It's is just way more easy than print, so it has done a lot to inform me 

about politics, foreign affairs, current events... 

[Aotearoa, Digital Media — how does affect our attetion to other 

countries, 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 
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What I'd really miss out without the internet is the good friends though. 

In school and other IRL venues, it's hard to befriend people from 

dramatically different age or interest groups, yet on the internet I'm 

friends with mothers twice my age and quirky Uni students across the 

globe. Without these people, I'd view other individuals with a lesser 

understanding of their lives which is horrible, because I believe that 

understanding diversity is an important part of diplomacy and getting 

along.  

[castnuri, Live without ‘internet’? 2] 

A few participants said they believed in the Internet’s power to eradicate 

prejudice. 

I do think, though, that Internet's helping bonds between individuals 

from different nations strengthen, so I guess (and hope) that 

discrimination will be overcome in the net in a few decades. 

[FaerieGirl, Digital Debate — Does race matter online? 7] 

While other participants placed the focus squarely on people rather than the 

mediation offered by information and communications technologies. 

Personally I don't think race should matter anywhere in the world 

either... as long as your a living creature in this world >.> you should 

have the same rights as every other living being in the world {hmm.. 

maybe I don't mean that when it comes to bugs o-o;;.. >.> I know 

that's hypocritical >.> but yeah >.> I don't kill them xD I run away~ so 

technically not hypocritical...lol >.<}... but anyway~~~ race should not 

matter anywhere...especially not online but that does not mean that it 

does not matter online. I think it does matter online and offline to--

because there are people out there who are racist. There will always 

be racist people out there in the world because...that's just how the 

world works and you can't force someone to think in a certain way 

(you technically can.. but you have to become a dictator and rule 

over the country for a while and make your people worship you first 

and then you can brainwash their kids...but yeah... that's a little off 

topic...). Anyway, I think it does matter online~ anyone can make a 

racist comment online--even if it was out of pure stupidity or just as a 

joke--and that can hurt someones feelings. Personally I've seen quite a 

bit of racism online--and it is because of that I say that race does 

matter online. Of course, no one has ever made a racists comment to 

me online but I have met some racist people in real life. But I've 

learned to ignore racism >.>... I've learned that if someone is mean to 

you...you should be nice to them in return xD~~ because that way you 

can make them feel bad inside xD lol.. or if they don't feel bad ^^;; 

think of it this way~ that's a plus for you in life and a minus for them 

xD~... but back to the topic...I would say that it matters because I've 
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seen people make racists comments towards others and I have seen 

people being picked on because of their race or origin (online in this 

case)....its sad but real. 

[Nafiza, Digital Debate — Does race matter online? 17] 

Theme 7: Video games, despite their popularity and influence, are not isolated experiences 

able to promote learning on their own. 

Not surprisingly, there was no one view of video games and their potential to 

serve as an educational tool among FOCUS dialogue participants. Nevertheless, 

several of the youth, many of them self-described game-players, described 

games as part of a larger set of teaching and learning forces. 

I think that they can make a difference in real world events in the 

same way education does 'cause, after all, I think that games just 

make learning more meaningful and therefore more effective.  

Also, the difference they can make (as education) is rather long-term, 

I'd say, and not that obvious at first, but we've got to begin 

somewhere... 

[FaerieGirl, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think a big enough percentage of people play atleast some form of 

game so it would most likely be effective. 

[Cyric, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 4] 

! ! ! ! ! 

If video games were seroius and real, then I probably wouldn't play 

them as much. When you play a game, its fun because you can do 

things you could never do in real life. Of course, there are war games, 

but those aren't very real. They mainly focus on shooting. 

[lokijki, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 5] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Education in games is generally accidental - meaning you learn 

certain facts that are useful in the game. I don't know - I remember, 

for example, that the very first videogame I played on PS was Hercules 

or something like that, and thanks to it I learned the very basics of 

Greek mythology (mum was impressed one day - I remember one day 

she was working on a Greek mythology thingy for her course and she 

mentioned Dyonisus, and she was like, "why do you know about the 

grapes?"). 
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[FaerieGirl, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 7] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Activist video games do indeed does help others with their current 

and future life. They helped me. Games like 'The Sims' and 'Second 

Life' (Although second life isn't really a game). 

[kera, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 9] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Well, games like "Ayiti" spread awareness on Global Issues and inspire 

youth to take action against them. But, do we actually have proof 

that these games are doing anything? I have played Ayiti on 

TakingITGlobal, and other similar Games-For-Change games. 

[zkomes, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 12] 

Although the first portion of the thread about “Serious Gaming” had participants 

sharing their individual opinions, a few youth began pushing one another to 

substantiate their views as the thread continued.  

Zkomes - do we really have a proof that education or activism in 

general make an impact? 

Out of millions of people who attend to school at any point of their 

lives (from kindergarten to post-grad degrees in uni), how many 

actually do what they know is right or do something for their acquired 

knowledge and skills to have a good impact on society? Well - 

educational games are, after all, a part of education, so I think we'd 

have to judge education as a whole in order to determine the impact 

educational games have... Just my opinion, though. 

[FaerieGirl, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 14] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I totally agree with FaerieGirl's statement in this regard.The proof of the 

impact of such games cannot be produced in tangible ways.As I said, 

in my previous post that such things have their effect on a more 

subconscious level.The effect might not be instantly or visibly 

noticeable, but it sure is there.Sometimes, the player in such games 

might not himself be aware how the game has affected him.  

It's somewhat like the impact of movies or ads.People won't 

necessarily tell you that they've bought something or done something 

because of an ad or movie they saw.They just do get influenced 

somewhere somehow.Similar kind of case with activist games. 

[anu30March, Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 16] 
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Theme 8: Online and offline worlds have distinct qualities but the same legal, social and 

political dynamics are at play within both. 

Whether discussing issues as varied as copyright, bullying or political advertising, 

youth often were interested in making comparisons between events and patterns 

that characterize digital media to those in non-mediated realms. 

I must admit I use, or used, torrents and other peer 2 peer programs. I 

don't think it so much as stealing, I think it as spreading cultural things 

among people. You can get a photo of a painting, why not a copy of 

a song then? 

A quote from Wikipedia: 

"In the criminal law, theft (also known as stealing) is the illegal taking of 

another person's property without that person's freely-given consent. " 

Doesn't that mean stealing involves the previous owner losing 

ownership of the thing being stolen. When you copy a movie off the 

internet, no ownership is lost. The original author doesn't lose his copy. 

But stealing the DVD from a shop is a bit worse than downloading it, 

because then you are hurting the shop too, not just the author. And 

you are taking more stuff, since you're stealing the case and all that 

supplementary material too. Hence more damage done. 

I don't think anything can be done about digital theft. And I actualy 

hope nothing will. 

[Atte, Internet Crime, 10] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Now... I don't see online bullying any differently to offline bullying. 

People like feeling superior and they'll do it in whatever means you 

give them, so I don't think this is something exclusive of digital media, 

nor that the digital media are going to change. 

[FaerieGirl, How has Digital Media effected “Socail Standards and 

Classes,” 5] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Videos or messages with attacks and counter-attacks are not only 

made online, but we can find them on TV as well.  

[Anu30March, Political Tech — Presidential Campaigns on YouTube, 7] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I agree partly, Anu. I do think, yep, that videos like that are seen on TV, 

too... But I think that there is something that is sort of unique of the net. 
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I have no idea about politics in India, so I'll use my closest reference: 

the 2006 elections in Mexico. You have what you'd typically call the 

leftie and the rightie (I won't even get into how false all that is, but 

yeah, just the symbol). The leftie is supported by the 'poorest' areas or 

social circles; the rightie is supported by the 'posh' and the 'rich' ones. 

There are debates on TV, interviews, etc; however, all you needed to 

do on YouTube was type the names/surnames/nicknames of the 

candidates to find hundreds and hundreds of user-generated videos 

to mock them (especially to mock the leftie one, as it could be 

expected). 

Attacks of this type do happen on TV and even in offline media like 

newspapers or even cartoons, posters, whatever; however, I pretty 

much doubt that I'd see a video like that offline. There were never-

ending debates on which candidate was better (or, sadly, as it is 

common in Mexican politics, which one was less bad) in every single 

video, and most of them were posted by young people - many of us 

(even if I didn't post in any of them) can't even vote yet. 

[FaerieGirl, Political Tech — Presidential Campaigns on YouTube, 8] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I know what you're saying Mariel.There is a somewhat "unique" quality 

to these videos online.We might not get to see such videos offline.But 

we in India, did get to see a video of this sort in this year's election 

season. 

I think, perhaps young people make and post such videos only for 

having fun by mocking those politicians.I don't think all young people 

indulging in such activity are serious about it.Though some of them 

might be. 

[Anu30March, Political Tech — Presidential Campaigns on YouTube, 

10] 

Different participants had greater and lesser degrees of interest in exploring the 

ethics and laws that govern digital media and how they differ from other 

domains. For example, a 17-year-old living in Mexico City who described her 

interests as “arts, education, politics and activism” offered a two-part post 

dedicated to drawing out the subtleties of copyright. 

Out of the possibly delicate issues we could touch in this forum, I think 

this is the most delicate one: copyright. Why? Because copyright does 

not involve laws only - it involves ethics, and that makes it even more 

difficult. 

Before I go on to my own opinion, I'd like to make some comments to 

the posts that are on the thread already: 
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Atte: 

I have used P2P programs as well, so I have to share my position with 

yours; however, I think that spreading cultural things among people is 

an euphemism for copyright infringement. I want to live in a World 

where everyone has access to arts and culture - however, how do we 

expect to have artists (and not only artists, because intellectual 

property also comprehends scientists and creators in general) when 

it's not profitable for them to work for hours without getting paid? 

Copyright infringement goes beyond theft, and I think that's why the 

definition from Wikipedia is flexible enough for anyone to justify the 

infringement itself; however, the truth is that we can't ignore the 

already-existing legislation on it. Copyright translates into the authority 

each author has to decide what will be done with his work. Some 

authors want their work to be totally open to public for anyone to be 

able to use it as he or she pleases (public domain); some others leave 

their works open for public reproduction or usage as long as they are 

recognised as authors of the work (CC, some rights reserved) and 

others keep full commercial rights over their works (C, all rights 

reserved). Most mainstream authors have this type of copyright 

protection. 

P2P sharing can be considered 'sharing of culture' when the author 

has no problems with it (public domain, some rights reserved); 

however, it's a direct infringement of the law when the author has full 

rights over the work. 

I do think that something can be done about digital theft and, even if 

it will make life more tedious for many of us, I actually hope it will 

happen. 

[FaerieGirl, Internet Crime, 14] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think the only solution to the problem of copyright infringement in the 

digital environment will take place only when all governments around 

the World and private investment gather to look for a joint solution, to 

begin with. 

Also, I think it's necessary for governments to think of legislation that 

covers all this. The legislation that covers copyright in non-digital 

media is not sufficient to cover the one in digital media. 

I do think that it's great that we can share music, images and video 

over the net... But I do think that there is no way on Earth we can justify 

it not only as a legal, but as a MORAL act. 
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[FaerieGirl, Internet Crime, 15] 

Theme 9: Opinions about the roles of government, media companies, and citizens in 

monitoring digital media depended on personal experiences and political outlook. 

The topic “Internet Censors/Filters,” provided participants with an opportunity to 

express where they stood in relation to digital media governance and revealed a 

wide range of perspectives. 

Do you think it should be the person who's looking at content choice 

to get a filter or have their content filtered. 

See I really like Google, cause i have option to have my content 

filtered or not. 

But Organizations that run TV, don't even give the populous the 

option. It's stupid... 

Well over all whats everyone thoughts. Should people be able to 

chose if they wanna see rude television or should government choose 

for them? 

[Cyric, Internet Censors/Filters, 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

The role of media in society is way too important, and you see it 

everyday. Media alone can make a great part of a population 

support a war or be against it whole-heartedly; it can inform the whole 

population on happenings that are attempting against their welfare 

for them to take action against by demonstrating, making and signing 

letters, or even by exploding in a revolution. 

When media have such power over people, of course they have to 

control what they are broadcasting. Not doing so would be self-

stabbing. I am not saying that the people that watch TV are stupid 

and can't handle mature content -especially when there may be 

children in front of TV-; I just think that, legally, it's the only thing they 

can do if they don't want to be sued or even shut down by certain 

civil associations. 

[FaerieGirl, Internet Censors/Filters, 3] 

! ! ! ! ! 

well, I think having a filter 4 pop ups rily helps! bcuz for a start if u 

wanna see such stuff there r websites for those stuff -that's a guess- 

plus I wudnt be very comfortable if those blocked pop ups weren't 

blocked and kept poping up! that'd be very irritating and like AZERT 
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said... its bcuz they have lines like 'for adults only' or if ur over 18 then 

click this and such phrases make children want to see. 

[dark me, Internet Censors/Filters, 5] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think the people should be able to decide what they want and do 

no want filtered. 

[MizzSugarCity, Internet Censors/Filters, 6] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think the content filters and blockers should be there.You never know 

how certain contents can affect people.And you never know how 

people react to something.The same statement or picture could be 

ignored by me, whereas the same thing could be taken very seriously 

by someone else. 

Media plays a very important role in developing people's outlook and 

opinions.It has more impact on people, than we think. Therefore, this 

powerful tool must be used carefully.Hence the need for filters and 

blockers for potentially harmful content must be stressed and 

addressed. 

[Anu30March, Internet Censors/Filters, 9] 

The threads, “Hate content and propaganda on the internet” and ”Tragedy in a 

Digital World — the Virginia Tech Shooting” addressed similar issues of 

governance of information and the implicit personal responsibility that follows. 

I feel all this discussion about digital media or other kinds of media 

boils down to one single conclusion - and that is, that we, as users and 

consumers of digital media ought to take responsibility for our usage 

of media and that it is in our hands to determine whether digital 

media proves to be a boon or a bane.Responsibility is the keyword 

here. 

[Anu30March, Hate content and propaganda on the internet, 11] 

! ! ! ! ! 

exactly AA! I totally agree bcuz we have to be aware of what we are 

doing online! and that's pretty much it, if you have responsibility then 

the internet can prove to be a very fun tool to deal with! 

[dark me, Hate content and propaganda on the internet, 12 

! ! ! ! ! 
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It's not when we see content against our kind that we have to pay a 

price of freedom.We're compelled to pay the price when such 

content turns a group of people against us and fires their imagination 

to harm us in any way.Whenever a person develops feelings of hatred 

or enmity towards someone or some group, we (the whole society) 

are knowingly or unknowingly paying the price because this signifies a 

threat to social cohesion 

I won't say that we should have a lot of strict control on each and 

every word online, but at least some reasonably strong restriction has 

to be there.Why I'm saying this, because sadly people aren't ready (or 

able or perhaps willing) to control themselves.When someone can't 

control themselves, then someone else has to exert some control. 

Other than laws or rules, I think we need to explain it to people to be 

rational while checking out any content online or in real life.They 

should not trust and follow anything shown to them.I think, like in case 

of my friend, I feel she was not fully (or properly) aware about the 

nature of this kind of hate content or propaganda online.Proper 

awareness in this regard should help. 

[Anu30March, Hate content and propaganda on the internet, 15] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Ethical? The media serves the people. Like it or not, people are sick of 

hearing "X dead in Iraq" or about a war they don't like. People are 

tired of it. They don't want to hear it. 

Now a sensational story like VA Tech... People will grab newspapers 

which they never buy... fix the channel on news instead of going to 

sports... Sit transfixed over horror... of course the media will put that on 

the front. They are a business, nonetheless. And that's how business is. 

Heartless, but logical. 

[AZERT, Tragedy in a Digital World — the Virginia Tech Shooting, 18] 

! ! ! ! ! 

AZERT - I only said it's not ethical. Bias in media will never be. We all 

know the media are out there mainly to protect economic and politic 

interests, and then to inform people, so yep. That does not justify their 

behaviour, though. 

Noor and Anu - I'm not Middle Eastern, but it upsets me, too. It's not 

uncommon here to hear criticism directed towards Al Jazeera, but 

hey - does anybody else in the West dare to show what those guys 

do? Of course there is bias there, too, but I can't blame them when I 

see CNN, NBC, Fox or even BBC's reportage. 
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[FaerieGirl, Tragedy in a Digital World — the Virginia Tech Shooting, 22] 

Theme 10: Youth are navigating digital media in large part without their parents.  

There were limited references throughout the FOCUS dialogue to parents. This 

may be one part developmental — young people in their teens are in a stage of 

defining independence and identity apart from their family members — and one 

part the autonomy youth felt digital media affords them. However, there were a 

few exceptions to this.  

Anyone notice that most children are becoming more computer 

inclined than parents? I mean come on, my mother doesn't even 

know how to turn a computer off, let alone log me. As far as porn, I 

think the best way to avoid children looking at these things at a 

tender age is to; 

Learn as much of computers as you can, and block sites. 

Ask someone who is computer savvy to block sites. 

Don't think of buying a computer, 

Or beat the child to it, sit down and talk about him/her about "The 

fruits of life" 

I don't think quick access of porn on the internet could EVER be 

stopped, ever. 

[kera, The Internet…an easy access to porn? 7] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I don't think games are the cause. Even if they were the parents are 

responsible for what their children are playing. Why they only blame 

video games and not movies, tv shows, or music is beyond me.  

[Lanmanna, Crime and Video Games, do they relate? 3) 

! ! ! ! ! 

Anyways, if parents -- who make up most of the complaint sources -- 

are so concerned about violent games, they should just listen to the 

ERSB ratings instead of demanding the games be abolished.  

[castnuri, Crime and Video Games, do they relate? 9) 

! ! ! ! ! 

I completely agree with FaerieGirl here.Video games cannot be 

blamed in any way, for crime or any other kind of behaviour for that 

matter.What actually matters, is the kind of guidance and education 
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given to you by your family and teachers, the values that you're 

brought up with and your own experiences in life. 

I feel the human brain is way too superior to be influenced or 

fashioned by a mere video game.Blaming the media, is only an 

excuse to hide our own ignorance, lack of discipline and self-control 

and lack of rationality in our thinking.You have to take responsibility for 

your own behaviour, rather than blaming it on some one or something 

else. 

[Anu30March, Crime and Video Games, do they relate? 17) 

Theme 11: The availability of data calls upon users to develop their information literacy skills. 

The youth who participated in the FOCUS dialogue seemed to understand one of 

the basic media literacy lessons: the legitimacy of all information is suspect. 

You must be careful when you take information from internet, Always! 

I mean ALWAYS keep your sources, it isn't even a bad idea in a high 

stake paper or such to download copy of web page to a pc, cause 

you pages that will pop up for one day with content that is not true. 

They are used in attempt to misinform the masses. Then again 

agnecys like the CDC doesn't help against it as they never give out 

stats request by general populous and then people make up statics's. 

[Cyric, Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Yes I have used many sources on the internet that were not credible, 

and I have been given F's on multiple occassions. It is really 

embarrasing, and it has made me mad and I have started using 

minimal website information. I have used some sources but for the 

most part I just Wikipedia. It is the most trustable source that I have 

found. 

[kc09, Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 3] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think also that another problem that's become part of Internet also is 

the lack of neutrality (which is impossible) when it comes to news or 

politics. There are articles on Wikipedia on certain wars or conflicts 

that were written obviously by people that belong to one side of the 

conflict. The good thing is that Internet itself provides the solution - you 

can look for another site where you can read about the other sides 

and reach your conclusions. 

[FaerieGirl, Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 6] 

! ! ! ! ! 
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There is no reason to put your guard down because you think it might 

possibly be crediable. Meh, I find that best way to get credible 

information is pulling info from multiple sources and cross referencing 

them. 

[Cyric, Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 8] 

! ! ! ! ! 

That hasn't happened to me before o-o...that would go horribly 

though... but yeah o.o; I was always taught to double-source your 

source o-o...or like...double check the information found. I 

think...especially when writing something like a serious paper...you 

should do that just to make sure that you are looking at the 

information through an objective point of view. After all...all pieces of 

writing can have been a little opinionated or subjective. So its always 

good to look at both sides~ but yep... and o.o you can also check if 

people cited their sources and what those sources were ^^;; but yeah 

o-o~ that can be somewhat time consuming >.> so I can understand 

how it can be easy to mislead someone... >.<~ but yes..thankfull it has 

not happened to me yet.. OR... maybe it has happened to me and 

no one has yet to correct me... o-o~ x.x~ 

[Nafiza, Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 13] 

Likewise, youth were similarly familiar with the need to be concerned about 

privacy issues. 

But yeah, the internet is as safe as you make it. If you decide to go 

ahead and give your credit card number out to random people or 

post it on a blog -.-;;;;;;;~!~~!~~ well then its your fault if your identity 

gets stolen. If you decide to have a public blog with pretty pictures of 

yourself and places you like to hang out always... >.> its your fault if 

you get stalked. It's people making not-so-smart choices that affect 

their "safety" on the net. 

[Nafiza, Safety on the internet, 10] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think that the teacher has the right to talk to the student about 

anything, to be honest, but the best way to do it -in my opinion- would 

be interrupting the syllabus for a moment to dedicate half a class to e-

safety and mention he's seen teenagers post things that could bring 

them safety problems.  

[FaerieGirl, Digital Dilemma — Is Public he New Private? 1] 

The youth appeared to have various levels of sophistication when it came to 

understanding the interpretative nature of media presentations — that “truth” is 
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fluid depending on how it is recorded, displayed and interpreted. This was one 

aspect of the debate they had about the role of cameras and video recording 

devices in schools  One participant, for example, knew that something happens 

to a story when it is mediated by a digital recorder; the event was “Media-ized,” 

he wrote. Media present a portrayal of an event that must be interpreted by the 

viewer rather than a single truth than is received as is.  

What I'm trying to say, I guess, is the potential to use cameras and 

other digital media might get teachers in trouble they do not deserve. 

I mean, we both know how easy it is to manipulate a situation by what 

you record and how you edit. 

[Nybble, Telling Tales Out of School, 6] 

Theme 12: The FOCUS dialogue was a valuable experience. 

Mid-way through the FOCUS dialogue, youth took up a discussion that was 

expressly about the online discussion itself. Though began on April 13, the thread 

generated a full 33 responses as participants were eager to weigh in on the utility 

of the very activity that brought them together. In general, their reflections reveal 

a gratitude for having a venue to come together and explore topics that matter 

to them. Anu30March kicked off the discussion. 

These days we have many websites offering discussion forums for 

people of all age-groups.Some free services like ProBoards, even let 

you create your own discussion forums.It is true that discussion boards 

allow the users to voice their opinion and debate about almost every 

topic under the sun.But is it really useful? 

For example, I am a part of quite a few youth forums like VOY, TIG & 

Stir and I have mostly seen that we only end up debating (or rather 

arguing) endlessly about the same old topics and never really reach a 

conclusion or consensus.Most threads are somewhat open-ended 

and the same discussion can go on and on for an almost infinite 

period of time. 

My question is that do these discussions really count?Are we actually 

able to voice our opinion or do we only end up typing our views in a 

somewhat closed community of like-minded individuals?What exactly, 

is the importance of online discussion forums? 

[Anu30March,Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 1] 

In part this discussion had momentum because the originator of the thread 

nurtured it, offering meaty responses to individual posts made by others. As a 

result, participants responded in kind, writing lengthier, more detailed responses. 

Firstly thanks all of you, for your replies.Now, I agree that these 

discussion boards help young people voice their opinions freely.But tell 

me, are we actually able to voice our opinion?See, we might just go 
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on typing away our views in such forums but who exactly bothers to 

attend to our opinions? 

Do these discussion boards really offer an opportunity for healthy and 

constructive interaction?I don't know. 

I think we only believe that we are being able to voice our opinions, 

whereas in reality our opinions reach nowhere.Our thoughts are 

merely confined to a colossal archive of posts on a particular website. 

And as far as learning about cultures or way of life is concerned, tell 

me how can I know whether a person is telling me the actual 

conditions of his/her country or school?There is little objectivity in the 

views of the persons in a discussion forum. 

[Anu30March,Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 5] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Oh, and about the endless debates - well, that's not part only of online 

forums - that's debates in general. Out of millions of debates I've had 

online and offline, I can say we all reached a consensus only a few 

times. Sometimes, though, the consensus is not obvious. Sometimes 

people reach the point in which they agree and the debate dies. Of 

course that barely ever happens in the controversial topics, but yeah.  

[FaerieGirl,Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 7] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Debates rarely conclude, unless someone "gives up." 

I've debated countless times and I agree with farie that controversal 

ones expically lead to no conclusions ever, because people are strait 

out stubbron. 

[Cyric,Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 8] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I don't know if PiPs (People in Power) actually read message boards 

like this, VoY, etc...but such online forums are good places for 

potential diplomats or IR folks to develop insight into the mentality of 

foreign individuals. 

Like faerie said, online debates rarely come to a conclusion, but 

seeing that our older counterparts in organizations such as the UN or 

the UE can't solve such conflicts, then teenagers with less experience 

and info probably aren't going to do it either, much less over the 

internet and without proper mediators. Personally, I feel that the 

youths on the referred forums have more good intentions than most 
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adults...so hopefully these boards on world peace, digital media and 

whatchamacallits will help contribute to broadening their horizons but 

nonetheless keep them grounded. 

[Cyriccastnuri, Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 9] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I think that the internet has allowed people to debate topics over 

great distances, allowing for views to be shared with more people. 

[TheCollLeader, Debating Debates — Online vs. Offline, 7] 

! ! ! ! ! 

Yeah!It was a great topic!And even I wonder, why we didn't discuss it 

anywhere earlier...;)All in all this one and all other topics in this group 

were great fun.After a long time, we had healthy discussions on the 

various aspects of a topic.Discussing at Newz Crew was an altogether 

different, novel and educational experience.I must say again, that I 

never knew about the so many varied aspects, complications and 

consequences of digital media before coming here. 

Thanks to darkme for introducing me to this group discussion. 

[Anu30March, E-Friends vs. Friends, 57] 

! ! ! ! !  

| love to debate, thats why i've been with newzcrew for over year 

now.|| 

[Cyric, Geek Culture, 13] 

! ! ! ! !  

It's been a great experience for me!Through forums like VOY and TIG, 

I've met many new (and interesting) people from different parts of the 

world.Thanks to the internet, I am good friends with two great girls 

from Oman and a young boy from Egypt, I met a young boy from USA 

who's started his own youth organization, then there's all those great 

young people from UNICEF VOY - some of whom are from my own 

country. 

It's great fun to talk to all of them - we tell each other about our 

countries and cultures, we discuss various world issues, debate about 

almost every topic on earth...in short, it's been a richly rewarding and 

learning experience connecting with all the people online. 

[Anu30March, Digital Cultures — The World at Your Fingertips, 9] 

! ! ! ! ! 
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Well here I learned a lot about what people think about things that 

can be so controversial (like the online vs offline friends) and I 

concluded that, again, we can't generalise in many aspects because 

it all comes down to personalities and opinions. 

Hmmm also I learned more aboout the views of some fellows from 

VOY I haven't personally spoken to before (Nuri and Anu) like I have to 

you, hehe, and I think that was worth it. 

Hmmm also I could reaffirm that digital media are more important 

than we imagine when we just turn MSN on or are told by teachers to 

"unplug ourselves" from the iPod. 

Well, I don't know what will be done with these archives in the future 

but I hope my views can help people kinda understand the 

perspective of a random teenager from Latin America, haha - or well, 

the perspective of teenagers from all over the World (well, not literally, 

but you know what I mean =p). 

Thanks a lot, everyone!!! 

[FaerieGirl, The End, 2] 

! ! ! ! ! 

It's been great fun discussing about digital media here.I didn't know 

that digital media could have so many uses and advantages and 

that issues concerning digital media could be that 

controversial.Before this discussion, even my knowledge and 

perception of digital media were different.It was a rewarding 

experience listening to others' point of view and sharing mine with 

them. 

We raised many questions on various aspects of digital media and 

even got many and varied answers.Plus, it was even better since I got 

to interact more with fellow VOY members like FaerieGirl, Sharanya, 

CastNuri and of course darkme! 

I can't choose my favorite topic because almost all of the topics 

discussed were quite interesting. 

I'll miss this discussion and responding to all those interesting 

NewzFlashes about digital media. 

[Anu30March, The End, 8] 

! ! ! ! ! 

OK, yep. This is my last post in here, too. 
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I think that all the topics could be discussed way more, but I think that 

everyone was able to draw personal conclusions. I want to thank 

everyone once again for all the things you taught me and I hope that 

many of you decide to join VOY (www.unicef.org/voy) because, after 

all, this is a bit of what happens in there and it's always great to have 

more perspectives. 

Personally, what I conclude from all these discussions is that digital 

media bring millions of complications that we wouldn't have had to 

think of if they (especially Internet) had never been invented, but that 

each of them is worth it because they are nothing compared to the 

power they give us to achieve goals. I hope everyone on here has the 

determination of using this power for something good and of 

encouraging others to do the same because it's one of the ways we 

can contribute to the road to immediate justice and (yes, yes, Ms 

Universe speech ) World peace. 

Good luck, everyone! 

[FaerieGirl, The End, 10] 
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Rhetorical Style 

FOCUS dialogue participants’ messages followed a style unique to each author 

and used a variety of strategies to convey meaning, many common to fast-

paced online messaging.  

 

Generalizations and Specificity 

In general, the youth approached the dialogue as an opportunity to sound off, 

offering opinions, sharing experiences and delivering assertions that were 

personal in nature though often took the form of broad generalizations. Some 

youth, however, were resistant to generalizations found in both their peers’ posts 

and those implied by media portrayals. 

I think this video has the basic idea that some teen do have alot of 

access now to different kinds of forms that have to do with media, 

however I think that the video is someof generalizing all teenagers 

and putting them in on column. I don't think that all teenagers are 

that obessesed or equiped with that much technology. 

[zombieg123, TubeFlash: Are Teens MediaSnackers,1] 

! ! ! ! !  

I think the video is okay if you go all pragmatic and want to summarise 

the way of thinking of youth today, but it will never stop being a 

generalisation. I know many teens today who have more interest in 

things outside technology. 

[FaerieGirl, TubeFlash: Are Teens MediaSnackers, 3] 

! ! ! ! !  

Other participants sought to transcend generalization with evidence. 

Ryan, Online bullying has brought kids to sucide, it has affected kids 

"that much"  

read this: 

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/editorial_opinion/oped/articles/

2005/08/17/death_by_cyber_bully/ 

[Cyric, How has Digital Media effected “Socail Standards, 9] 

! ! ! ! ! 

I found this article which talks about how internet affects our social 

skills - 
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http://socserv2.mcmaster.ca/soc/courses/soc4jj3_99/stuweb/gp2/effe

cts.htm 

Please read it and tell me what do you guys think.Does exposure to 

internet hamper one's social skills? 

[Anu30March,Effects of internet on our social skills, 1] 

! ! ! ! ! 

After writing, “The interanet has a bazillion users, 30 % of which are kids in the age 

group 12-18” and others asking “Bazillion????? Where is your source?” one poster 

responded. 

Okay maybe I took too much liberty to quote that number,But like 

kera says it is really obvious isn't it? 

So its interesting to note that some of you think nothing can be done 

and that kids actually need to be exposed to it to know the real 

world?!! 

[Sharanya, The Internet…an easy access to porn?, 9] 

Very rarely did participants ground their opinions in the particulars of their lived 

experiences and the circumstances surrounding them. Instead, they tended to 

use language that was unfettered by specific details. There were exceptions to 

this, however. For example, youth living outside of the United States were more 

likely to describe a political, social or economic circumstance that contributed to 

their outlook.  

For distance, yes. But for say friends that live nearby, no. I live in a small 

town.. Many friends know your other friends, etc. You can't just "ignore" 

your problem. You have to face it. 

[Azert, E-Friends vs. Friends, 31] 

! ! ! ! !  

I made a website from a free web hosting site, and then attached a 

free forum onto it (mine was proboards). 

I actually got alot of people joining (over 60) untill I stopped using my 

website and forum. 

my forum had everything covered. From where you live, to favourite 

hobby, to joining different clubs. 

[RyanBartz, Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 3] 

I think that, once again, the usefulness of the knowledge you gain in 

online forums is something determined by each individual, just as the 

knowledge gained in whatever other context is. Personally, I am not 
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planning on studying something related to politics (well, I might at 

some point, but I have other interests), but thanks to certain debates 

(or dialogues, depending on the way you see them) I've been able to 

learn a lot about the perspectives and I've been lucky enough to be 

able to use that in life. I did well in a Model UN simulation (yep, model 

of a model ) in which we were discussing the conflict in Kashmir thanks 

to a couple of posts by Ash and Rohit in one debate related to it, and 

thanks to that I was given the position I wanted in my school's MUN 

thanks to that. Also, thanks to some debates related to water on VOY I 

could attend a Forum in which I learned lots of things that have 

helped me improve the local project we have on water education as 

social service. That would have never, ever happened if I hadn't 

joined VOY. Other examples that come to my mind? Hmmm, how the 

debates on VOY helped my debating/researching/negotiating skills 

improved drastically before I joined the MUN team and how that 

helped me for a speech I had to present in 9th grade, how my 

appreciation of history was born when I read some debates (not only 

on VOY, but in other places), etc. 

[FaerieGirl, Online discussion forums — Are they really useful? 11] 

 

Questioning vs. Closing Down 

A few youth used strategies, such as posing a question and inviting clarifications 

and contributions of greater detail, to elicit more input from others.  

Hmm...in case of the incident you've mentioned in your post, I do feel 

that having school videos on YouTube might not be a totally negative 

idea after all.But please tell us, how was that video recorded?You 

didn't mention anywhere in your post whether that video was made 

by a student through his own personal recording devices. 

[Anu30March, Telling Tales Out of School, 38] 

! ! ! ! !  

hey Aska: mind telling us who's ur best online friend and how did u 

meet? 

[dark me, E-Friends vs. Friends, 41] 

Others were less interested in inviting contribution and wanted to make an 

opinion clear, ending a statement with the word “period,” signifying an end to 

the conversation from their perspective and getting in the last word. 

AZERT - Time is precious. So, if you talk to someone online, it's okay for 

that person to think less of you just because he/she is talking to you 

through a screen? They talk to you, and you are still a person just like 
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them. You're valuable, and so are they. A screen shouldn't make a 

difference, period. 

[rockerlizz, E-Friends vs. Friends, 19] 

 

Text Messaging Style and Emoticons 

The language participants used tended to be casual and messages often 

contained typographical and grammatical errors, misspellings, missing words, 

and incomplete sentences. A few youth made use of conventions common to 

short message service (SMS) protocol, that limit users to fewer than160 characters 

as well as popular abbreviations such as LOL to convey “laughing out loud” and 

“imao” to mean “in my arrogant opinion.” 

that's a gr8 topic! 

I rily love my online friends cuz u sumtimes get 2 tell them more than u 

can tell ur offline ones, and they'd b able 2 help! as far as if they're 

telling the truth or not I guess it rily depends on u and how much do u 

get ur self attached... no matter wat we shud b careful but not 2 way 

that we get parinoed and think every1 is lying!  

[dark me, E-friends vs. Friends, 10] 

Not everyone was pleased with the quality of the writing and some gently tried to 

persuade others to be more considerate in their postings. 

Not trying to start a flamewar here, but could you please even try to 

use proper spelling and grammar. Like "to" instead of "2" and all that. It 

would make reading your posts much more easier for everyone else. I 

know my english isn't the best either, but at least I try hard. 

[Atte, Are you Mobile/cell phone crazy?, 8] 

 

Consensus and Respectful Disagreement 

Some of the longer threads often resulted in participants “agreeing to disagree” 

or recognizing that different experiences will lead people to draw different 

conclusions rather than participants engaged in a “Netument,” as one youth 

referred to an online argument. 

I guess it all comes to the criteria each person uses to decide who his 

friend is. My perspective is very different from AZERT's, but I guess we 

can simply agree to disagree there. 

[FaerieGirl, E-Friends vs. Friends, 20] 

! ! ! ! !  
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Yep, I agree with Anu. We can't really make a universal judgement on 

this... 

[FaerieGirl, E-Friends vs. Friends, 52] 

After the beginning debate on the pros and cons and myriad perceptions of 

“geek cultue,” one young woman offered a post that suggested a move toward 

common ground. 

How about we instead look for points in common and become all 

friends? 

Is there anyone on here who doesn't love a computer? 

[kera, Geek Culture, 11] 

! ! ! ! !  

In response to one youth’s post that read: “IMO Anime sucks…. So Ireally 

won’t say anyting about it in this thred,” another youth wrote: 

If you cannot make a valid statement that actually contributes to the 

topic, it would be most helpful if you didn't say them. Or, atleast if you 

say something - Back it up. Also, when giving an opinion about 

something you like or dislike, you can be taken more seriously if you 

use a more mature vocabulary while doing so.. 

[rockerlizz, Anime! — Is ‘dubbing’ right? 8] 

! ! ! ! !  

Nothing is good or bad or important or unimportant in itself, rather it is 

an individual's own personal perspective and experience which 

renders something (or someone)as being important or unimportant. 

No definite factual conclusion can be given on this issue, in my 

opinion.It all depends on individual differences and subjective 

experiences of persons with both kind of friends. 

[Anu30March, E-Friends vs. Friends, 55] 
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Looking Ahead 

Global Kids plans to hold additional Teen Dialogues on Media and Society in 2008 

and 2009, building on the 2007 exchange. These future online exchanges will 

continue to be informed and supported by the work of MacArthur’s Digital Media 

and Learning Initiative grantees. Below are recommendations for refining the 

content and focus of Global Kids’ upcoming dialogues. 

Preserve the youth-centered focus. Global Kids created a trusted space with the 

FOCUS dialogue. As an organization, Global Kids knows well that the strength of 

their programs lies in giving young people opportunities to participate in ways 

that are meaningful to them and maintaining this atmosphere will be paramount 

to the success of future programs. Continue to foster among youth an 

understanding that they are not performing for adult listeners but genuinely 

talking to one another. 

Expand the role of youth monitors to facilitate the conversation. Consider how 

teen leaders can aid the exchange of ideas, viewpoints and observations by 

drawing participants out and encouraging contributions that offer more in-depth 

descriptions. Posing questions that both acknowledge what a participant has 

said and invites her to elaborate will enhance the quality of the discussion. Youth 

monitors can play this role or individual participants can assume facilitation. For 

example, in the FOCUS dialogue some participants took responsibility for coaxing 

the conversation after they began a thread. Make ownership of each thread 

more explicit but present it to participants as an opportunity to guide 

conversation rather than an obligation. 

Model media literacy skills. Both at the outset of the dialogue as well as 

throughout the discussion encourage young people to identify themselves vis-à-

vis the perspectives they are sharing. Although it is important to sidestep privacy 

concerns, not asking youth to reveal more than what is comfortable or safe, it will 

be useful for each participant to know “where the others are coming from.” 

Refine the design and database of the online environment, providing participants 

with tools they can use. Robust user profiles have become the norm on the web 

thanks to social networking sites and other Web 2.0 conventions. Although the 

current open-ended design of the user bio allows participants the freedom to 

provide a textual description of themselves, it is too thin. Consider adding multiple 

fields that are relevant to the topic of the dialogue and standardized for all users. 

For instance, for the April 2007 conversation it would have been useful for each 

participant to provide brief blurbs (favorite website, biggest media concern, etc.) 

and to do so in the format of their choosing (text, links, video and audio clips). 

Also, clean up the site design by designating those topics that are generated by 

Global Kids staff and those that are not. In this case, the first youth who 

responded to a topic appeared to be the author of the original thread, which 

was not accurate.  
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Scaffold participants’ interpretation of media and call attention to the constructed 

nature of media representations. In several of the threads it began, Global Kids 

staff used distinct media examples, a video clip or a website, for example, to kick-

start the conversation. Make greater use of these examples by drawing the 

youth’s attention to particular aspects of the clip, encouraging them to do a 

closer analysis of the media representation itself. In this way there might be 

greater emphasis on evidence rather than general reaction. Also, consider 

expanding the prompts use of additional media formats, such as audio files and 

flash animations.  

 

 

 

! ! ! ! !  

 

 

Youth or educators interested in learning more about the 2008 round of the 

dialogues can contact Digitalmedia[at]Globalkids[dot]org. The full archives of 

the 2007 dialogues can be found at FocusOnDigitalMedia.org. 
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Appendix 1: Online Environment 
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Appendix 2: Digital Media NewzFlashes 

Digital Media NewzFlashes launched each weekday for the first three weeks of 

the dialogue, and remained open to youth responses until the dialogue 

concluded.    

 

Day 1 

Title: Tubeflash — Are Teens MediaSnackers? 

Question area: Many adults believe that teens these days are what they call 

'MediaSnackers.' Check out the video below to see what they mean: 

http://www.youtube.com/v/mldqfN7XCOk&quot 

Do you think that this video is correct in it's perception of what teens are like 

today? Or do you think the idea is more complex than what's portrayed in the 

video? 

 

Day 2 

Title: Digital Dilemma — Is Public the New Private? 

Question area: Tara, a sixteen year old student, figures out a way to get around 

the firewall at her high school so that she can access MySpace in the computer 

lab. She logs onto MySpace to check her messages and while she’s online 

decides to check her email and do some research for a class later that day as 

well. When the bell rings, Tara is in a rush to get to class and forgets to log out of 

her MySpace page before leaving the computer lab. 

One of the Tara’s teachers comes into the computer lab to do some research 

and sits down at the computer where Tara was checking her MySpace page. She 

maximizes the browser window to see Tara’s MySpace page, on which Tara has 

posted some revealing pictures of herself. 

Does the teacher have any responsibility to talk to Tara about the content of her 

MySpace page? 

How do you decide what information to put in your online profile? How do you 

decide what not to put on your profile?  

Do you ever worry about who is going to see your profile? 

Do you do anything to hide your profile from certain people? 
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Day 3 

Title: Digital Debate — Does race matter online? 

Question area: As more and more people from around the world log on to the 

world wide web, questions of whether race matters online have come up in 

many different forms. 

Sometimes race questions have arisen as a result of controversial sites, such 

Niggaspace.com, a social networking site which states that the “intention for this 

site is for the word nigga to embody images of brotherhood, and fraternity rather 

than images of ignorance and hate,” as well as sites that are outright racist but 

subversive such as www[dot]martinlutherking[dot]org, a white supremacist cloak 

site. Note: The site was not linked to so as not to give it higher ratings on Google 

searches. 

Other questions have related to how and whether people display their ethnicity 

or race online in race neutral spaces, either through their MySpace pages or in 

virtual worlds like Second Life, where it’s possible to not only have black, white or 

brown skin, but green, purple and orange as well. 

What have your personal experiences of race been online? Have you ever seen 

or personally experienced racism on the internet? 

 

Day 4 

Title: Digital Cultures — The World at Your Fingertips 

Question area: Since the internet came into wide use, many have spoken of it’s 

potential for people from around the world to connect and come to understand 

each other better. Projects such as Reach Out, a British program where teens 

from the UK and the Middle East use an online network to share thoughts, 

opinions and experiences, utilize new technologies to bring people from diverse 

backgrounds together. 

Others have suggested that the web simply allows for small communities to stay 

better connected amongst themselves, through sites such as Meetup.com, 

where people with common interests can arrange real life gatherings, or by 

engaging in interest or identity specific social networks like Sconex, a site where 

teens in the US can connect with peers in their high school. 

What’s your experience been? Has the internet been a place where you’ve 

been able to connect with people you’d otherwise never meet, or do you use it 

just to stay in better touch with those you already know? 
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Day 5 

Title: Political Tech — Presidential Campaigns on YouTube 

Question area: Many of the presidential hopefuls entering the 2008 race have 

established themselves on YouTube to get their message out to a younger, more 

tech savvy generation, but have found that it’s a space where the message is 

harder to control. In the videos below, people not associated with any campaign 

decided to make attack and counter-attack ads. Check it out! 

http://www.youtube.com/v/6h3G-lMZxjo&quot 

And the response to it: http://www.youtube.com/v/dycbAsB9-ps&quot 

What do you think of these videos? 

More importantly, what do you think it means for political campaigns that videos 

like this can now be made? 

 

Day 6 

Title: Teen Digital Media Creation 

Question area: New web technologies allow for all sorts of creation of media and 

self-publishing through the web. Webcams and YouTube have made making and 

distributing videos easier than ever, blogs allow anyone to have a public 

platform, and simple programs like GarageBand and iTunes have allowed 

anyone the ability to produce audio and put it out for all to hear. 

Are you a home media producer in any way? 

Care to share anything you’ve produced? Feel free to link to things you’ve made 

in this thread! 

 

Day 7 

Title: Digital Dilemma — Game Codes in Gameplay 

Question area: Sara, a fifth grader, plays a multi-player game called Kangaroo 

Klub. In the game, players must both earn money to buy tools and complete 

tasks—like jumping over fences without getting caught by zookeepers. She 

looked on some external Kangaroo Klub fan boards and discovered two codes: 

one code that allowed her to jump over the fences without getting caught and 

one that allowed her to use other players’ earned money. Sara used both codes 

to advance in the game. 

Should Sara have used the codes? 
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Is there a difference between the two codes? If so, what makes them different? 

What if the people who run Kangaroo Klub find out that there are such codes 

and post a statement on the site asking that players not use them — does this 

change things? 

 

Day 8 

Title: Credibility Flash — It’s on the Internet, It Must be True! 

Question area: Google, and sites like it, have become daily realities for finding 

anything on the web. Enormous amounts of information are available at a click. 

However, as there are no ‘gate-keepers’ on the internet, as there might be, for 

instance in a library, not all information can necessarily be trusted. 

Have you ever trusted some information you found online, used it, and then 

found out that it was not credible?  

Please share with us what happened. 

Why did you think you could trust the information, how did you find out you 

couldn’t, and what effect did it have on your life? 

 

Day 9 

Title: Serious Gaming — Can Interactive Activism Work? 

Question area: From the LA Times: A growing movement of “activist” videogame 

designers is showing that not only can you make good games about problems 

like global warming, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the childhood obesity 

epidemic but that gaming itself can be a powerful medium for spreading 

awareness and getting people involved. These game makers are not offering the 

escapist trances so many of today's mega-budget games provide. On the 

contrary, they want to wake you up. 

Read the full article http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-ca-

webscout11mar11,1,5091323.story?ctrack=1&cset=true&quot;here 

Want to take a crack at some activist games yourself? 

Check out Ayiti: The Cost of Life, a video game that was a collaboration between 

students in Global Kids’ Playing 4 Keeps after school program and GameLab, an 

New York based game development company. 

Do you think that activist video games, like Ayiti, can make a difference in real 

world events? 
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Day 10 

Title: TubeFlash — Net Neutrality 

Question area: As the internet has evolved, the companies that provide data 

connections (ISP’s, or Internet Service Providers) have started to look at different 

business models for providing services to customers. A recent plan to create an 

internet ‘fast lane’ has sparked a movement for what people are calling ‘Net 

Neutrality’. 

Check out this video to learn more about what Net Neutrality is: 

http://www.youtube.com/v/Z57y_R2ukcY&quot 

This video is a response to the Net Neutrality movement, claiming that Net 

Neutrality regulations will results in higher costs for consumers: 

http://www.youtube.com/v/w5ERpQ6nv0Q&quot 

What do you think about the issue of Net Neutrality? 

Were you aware of this debate before you saw these videos? 

 

Day 11 

Title: Political Tech — French Politics in 3-D on Second Life 

Question area: All four major candidates for the French presidency have built 

campaign headquarters on the popular online interactive forum, Second Life, 

allowing inhabitants of the virtual world -— called avatars -— to engage in 

debates, attend political rallies and take part in protests. French politicians have 

embraced the technology more than their counterparts in other countries.  

But politicians in the United States are not that far behind. 

You can read the full article: 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2007/03/29/AR20070329

02540.html. 

Do you think that online virtual worlds are an effective way to reach voters? 

Would you participate in a political rally on Second Life? 
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Day 12 

Title: Digital Dilemma — Publicity or Privacy? 

Question area: The student council at your high school is hosting a battle of the 

bands concert to raise money for a local charity. One of the bands competing 

posts a flyer on the student activities bulletin board at school promoting their 

band to students and lists their MySpace page.  

One of the teachers helping to organize the concert sees the flyer and goes 

online to check out the band’s MySpace page. There she finds the band has 

song lyrics that use profanity. There are also some comments on the page by the 

band members that poke fun of the school and its teachers. The teacher decides 

she needs to bring this to the attention of the concert planning committee. 

Is it appropriate for the teacher to look at the band’s MySpace page? 

Should the school have the right to take some sort of action due to what the 

band posts online? 

 

Day 13 

Title: Digital Giants — Viacom Sues YouTube Over Copyright 

Question area: Entertainment giant Viacom, home to cable television networks 

such as MTV and Comedy Central, has sued Google's YouTube for $1 billion over 

copyright violations. Google says YouTube is operating within the law. The case 

brings up larger issues of digital copyright law and how artists and the companies 

that represent them should be compensated for work that appears on the web. 

You can read the full article <a href='http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2007/03/13/AR2007031300595.html. 

Which company would you side with in this case, Google or Viacom? Why? Are 

you in favor of freer digital media or digital media in which the 

artist/entertainment company gets a cut? 

 

Day 14 

Title: Tragedy in a Digital World — The Virginia Tech Shootings 

Question area: The shootings unfolded in an age of instant messaging, cellphone 

cameras, blogs and social networking sites like Facebook. As the hours passed, 

students who were locked in their classrooms and dormitories passed on news 

and rumors In one cellphone video shown repeatedly on television networks, the 

sound of dozens of shots can be heard and students can be seen running from 

Norris Hall. 
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The student who made the video, Jamal Albarghouti, a graduate student, said 

he was already on edge because of two bomb threats on campus last week.  

What role does digital media play in the tragedy like this? What do you see as the 

pros and cons of having heavy media saturation of this national event? 

 

Day 15 

Title: Debating Debates — Online vs. Offline 

Question area: Since the inception of the web, people have often used the 

medium to debate about various issues, from the personal to the political. 

However, debates have a long history in the real world as well. 

Do you think that the web has changed the nature of debating? If so, how? 

Are there things about offline debates that you miss in online debates? Are there 

things about online debates that you miss in offline settings? 
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Appendix 3: Youth-Generated Topics 

 

Topic Originator 

No. of 

Posts 

Start 

Date 

Days 

Active 

The Great Firewall of China Atte 5 Apr 2 11 

What is your favourite form of digital media? Atte 15 Apr 2 16 

Laptop Theift :D How you can recover your lost 

goods. Cyric 8 Apr 2 2 

Googles T-ISP (Toleit Internet Service Provider) Cyric 9 Apr 2 2 

Numa Numa Craze Cyric 10 Apr 2 2 

Internet Crime Cyric 21 Apr 2 26 

Geek Culture Cyric 35 Apr 2 10 

How much time do you spend utalizing "Digital 

Media" Cyric 13 Apr 2 26 

Teenage Mothers Fran 9 Apr 2 8 

What does "digital media" mean to you? Nybble 9 Apr 2 7 

Introduce Yourself Rockerlizz 19 Apr 2 24 

E-Friends vs. Friends . . . rockerlizz 57 Apr 2 28 

Are you Mobile/cell phone crazy? RyanBartz 26 Apr 2 13 

Digital Media as Educational Tools tigerzie 5 Apr 2 24 

Do you think great graphics matter in video 

games? Lanmanna 19 Apr 3 19 

Crime and Video Games, do they relate? lokijki 28 Apr 3 20 

Anime! - Is 'dubbing' right? rockerlizz 10 Apr 3 1 

Internet Censors/ Filters Cyric 11 Apr 4 14 

Are you ever offended by "spam"? lokijki 26 Apr 4 19 

Daily Slashdot Update, April 2nd Nybble 3 Apr 4 1 

The Warring Worlds of the "OS" Cyric 7 Apr 5 5 

Life without 'internet'.... dark me 13 Apr 5 9 

Safety on the internet. RyanBartz 14 Apr 6 17 

How has Digital Media effected "Socail Standards 

and Classes" Cyric 20 Apr 7 21 

Do you think students in schools should be beaten? kera 26 Apr 7 15 

[lol] Do you think teachers are allowed to skip lunch 

lines?[/lol] kera 14 Apr 8 20 

Ipod Saves Man's life. Cyric 11 Apr 9 4 

Learning Online Cyric 12 Apr 9 11 
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Topic Originator 

No. of 

Posts 

Start 

Date 

Days 

Active 

Digital Media - Is it ok to use these words? kera 18 Apr 9 19 

Big Brother, Or Should I Say Parent? AZERT 9 Apr 10 14 

School Bus lokijki 7 Apr 10 2 

Orkut...Boon or Bane? Sharanya 12 Apr 10 7 

Google Bans Advertising Aotearoa 5 Apr 11 2 

Digital Media - how does it affect our attetion to 

other countries Cyric 7 Apr 11 12 

movies!! dark me 8 Apr 11 6 

What's the ONE best thing you like about the 

Internet? Sharanya 8 Apr 11 9 

Online matrimonial services...Are they advisable? Sharanya 8 Apr 11 15 

The Internet...an easy access to porn? Sharanya 13 Apr 11 14 

Effects of Internet on our social skills Anu30March 17 Apr 13 15 

Online discussion forums - Are they really useful? Anu30March 33 Apr 13 17 

Hate content and propaganda on the internet Anu30March 19 Apr 17 13 

Games for Education lokijki 6 Apr 23 5 

The End dark me 11 Apr 25 4 

Fun Topic: Order of Digital Media use. RyanBartz 6 Apr 25 3 

Don't Tell Your Parents: Schools Embrace MySpace Anu30March 9 Apr 26 4 

Digital Media - Should be used more in school. RyanBartz 3 Apr 27 2 

Digital Media isn't all bad... RyanBartz 7 Apr 18 10 

 


